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Abstract
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by Damien Andrew Tamburri
Today’s software architecture practitioners recognize that relevant architectural aspects
should be illustrated in multiple views, targeting the various concerns of diﬀerent stake-
holders. Similarly, the research community remarks that architecture descriptions shall
be developed to address stakeholders’ concerns concentrating on the use of viewpoints
for their description. This notwithstanding, we notice today a proliferation of architec-
ture description languages impervious to these guidelines. This imperviousness creates a
gap between what practitioners require and what architecture description languages can
provide, making it impossible for the former to choose and use the best ﬁt description
for his/her concerns.
To ﬁll this gap, this thesis proposes the design and implementation of a Semantic Wiki
to gather and relate multiple viewpoints to provide a knowledge-base to leverage the
software architects’ modeling, decision making and stakeholder communication. The or-
ganization, separation and classiﬁcation of viewpoints provides practitioners with prag-
matic information for selecting the most suitable architecture view targeted to speciﬁc
stakeholder needs, and hence supports them in the architecting process.
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Introduction
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to all that was done in fulﬁllment of my Master’s
degree thesis assignment. Section 1.1 provides a context overview of the problem at
hand. Section 1.2 states the problem. Section 1.3 provides the solution we propose, hence
deriving a concrete assignment and its goals. Section 1.4 provides the scope within the
boundaries of which, the solution will be applicable. Section 1.5 provides the research
questions that stem from the problem, these will have to be answered in order for the
solution to be accurate and goals be met. Section 1.6 explains the research approach
used to tackle the questions posed in order to achieve the solution. Within this section, a
design for the proposed solution is present in Section 1.6.4. Finally, section 1.7 provides
a roadmap to the remainder of this thesis.
1.1 Setting the Context
The context within which we are operating rotates around four fundamental concepts:
(a) software architecture; (b) software architecture description; (c) software architecture
description viewpoints; (d) software architecture description views. These concepts are
intermingled as they gradually clarify of the system they describe, by splitting it into
blueprints and atomic blocks which can be understood by system stakeholders. The fol-
lowing introduces each concept in the order of importance we see ﬁt within this eﬀort.
An architecture view as deﬁned by the ISO/IEC 42010, Software and System Engineer-
ing - Architecture Description [1] (the internationalized version of IEEE Std 1471 [2],
under revision by IEEE and ISO) as “a work product expressing the architecture of a
system from the perspective of system concerns” held by stakeholders. An architecture
viewpoint, instead, speciﬁes the conventions for constructing a certain view. Further-
more, the key idea of an architecture viewpoint is a directed set of modeling resources
1
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able to address a particular set of system concerns for a particular audience of system
stakeholders. All together views, viewpoints and concerns provide a stakeholder-centric
perspective of an architecture description, focussing it on speciﬁc needs, i.e. stakeholder
concerns. The literature on architecture descriptions highlights the need for views to
model diﬀerent concerns of stakeholders, thus addressing the speciﬁcation of large and
challenging architectures [1–8]. However, we currently face two distinct and conﬂicting
trends. On one side, the use of multiple views has become a practice in academia and in-
dustry [3, 4, 6, 8]: practitioners in software architecture agreed that adopting separation
of concerns and deploying multiple views is the only way to tackle system complexity and
therefore project failure [3, 9]. Moreover, practitioners need to understand that, quoting
from [3] “[...] Without an architecture that is appropriate for the problem being solved
the project will fail. Even with a superb architecture, if it is not well understood and
well communicated - in other words, well documented - the project will fail. Not may
fail. Will fail”. This understanding will necessarily lead IT Architects to adopt multiple
viewpoints in order to deploy separation of concerns within software architecture docu-
ments, addressing all possible stakeholder concerns [3, 4]. One consequence of the tenet
of using multiple views is a growing body of viewpoints that have become available,
such as [3, 7, 10–16]. A second consequence is the rise of architecture frameworks as
coordinated sets of viewpoints (e.g., Zachman, TOGAF, GERAM, and DODAF4). On
the other hand, Architecture Description Languages (ADLs), that are among the most
valuable ways to aid the process of constructing and supporting a software architecture
[17, 18], are still quite insensible to these needs. While the solution to this problem of
misalignment can be seen as our ﬁnal goal, within the present work we concentrate in
the more immediate goal, that of gathering, centralize and render software architecture
viewpoints available, since no such mechanism exists to date.
1.2 Problem Statement
A number of mechanisms to support architectural design are present. These mechanisms
however produce monolithic models without splitting concerns in multiple views, each
covering diﬀerent stakeholder concerns. This is consequence of the absence of commonly
agreed reference for the concise description and selection of views and viewpoints in
architecture designs.
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1.3 Proposed solution
The proposed solution is to engineer a Semantic Wiki [19] for software architecture
viewpoints. On one side, a Wiki is an online resource repository that allows the creation
of any number of interlinked records and has seen much usage in the ﬁeld of knowledge
representation and management [20]. On the other side, Semantic web [19, 21, 22]
oﬀers technologies to deﬁne and support information (a software ontology [23]) so that
automatic processing of this information is possible.
In our case, a semantic wiki acts as the knowledge manager, whereas ontology engineering
[24] mechanisms can codify the way in which viewpoints and their relevant information
are made accessible to the community. In order to identify the relevant viewpoint knowl-
edge, our starting point is a set of Viewpoint description templates already available as
identiﬁed in [2, 25].
1.4 Scope
The scope of this project lies in knowledge engineering. State of the art of semantic
wiki technologies - as a representation mechanism for knowledge - is analyzed to produce
design alternatives. Ontology engineering is used to realize a viewpoint description ontol-
ogy. Finally, the chosen semantic wiki technologies use the deﬁned ontology to represent
the architecture viewpoints and relate these together.
1.5 Research Questions
In order to engineer a technology matching the previously mentioned expectations, a
number of research questions must be investigated:
1. What are the requirements for our semantic wiki?
The answer to question 1 provides the functionalities and constraints our system
must expose; these are the starting point for the design of both the semantic wiki
and the underlying ontology itself.
2. What semantic wiki technologies can support us?
The answer to question 2 provides the data we need to extract design alternatives
from the current state of semantic wiki technologies.
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3. what ontology engineering method can support us?
The answer to question 3 contains the qualitative comparison of available ontology
engineering practices. Ontology engineering alternatives must be evaluated and a
best-ﬁt ontology engineering alternative chosen.
1.6 Research Approach
In order to provide a correct and complete answer to questions 1 through 3 the following
research approaches are executed.
1.6.1 Requirements Elicitation
In order to answer question 1, a systematic literature analysis and coding approach
is needed. First, publications concerning views and viewpoints must be analyzed and
coded to obtain viewpoint speciﬁc requirements (What Information we need to support).
Secondly, publications concerning semantic wikis must be analyzed and coded to obtain
functional requirements. Thirdly, for completeness purposes [26], a Use-Case driven
evaluation of our system, must be used to expose additional requirements.
1.6.2 Qualitative Literature Review: Semantic Web Engineering
In order to answer question 2, a state-of-the-art qualitative analysis by means of methods
in [27, 28] is carried out. A list of evaluation parameters is developed from the functional
requirements. All the technologies in the oﬃcial W3C semantic web page 1 are evaluated
against these parameters. A best-ﬁt semantic wiki alternative is selected and decision
rationale is captured, as part of the answer to question 2.
1.6.3 Qualitative Literature Review: Ontology Engineering
In order to answer question 3, a state-of-the-art qualitative analysis by means of methods
in [27, 28] is carried out. A list of evaluation parameters is developed from all the
requirements which regard the viewpoints’ description. An on-line search on the topic of
“ontology engineering for semantic web” gives out the candidates to be evaluated - to this
list, the oﬃcial candidates present in the ontology engineering group of interest at W3C
is added. The best-ﬁt ontology engineering practice is selected and decision rationale
captured, in order to answer question 3.
1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Tools
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1.6.4 Designing a Solution
Once the preliminary analysis is carried out and the software requirements, scope and
involved technologies are well clariﬁed, the software design and implementation begins.
The development of the Viewpoint Semantic Wiki proceeds with a prototype driven
approach: ﬁrst we develop a prototype for the architecture and the ontology needed
and then we implement both while putting them together. Milestone-based reviews are
planned so that the development process involves a fair degree of team interaction. The
design solution is contained in chapter 5. The prototype and its implementation together
provide the solution.
1.7 Roadmap
The rest of this thesis is divided in 6 chapters. Chapters up through 5 excluded, ad-
dress the speciﬁc research questions aimed at the design solution. The solution itself is
contained in chapter 5. Chapter 6 closes this thesis with conclusions and hints to future
work.
Chapter 2
Requirements Elicitation: Coding
and Use-Case Analysis
This chapter is divided in four Sections: Section 2.1 provides the method we used and
the list of requirements we extracted for deﬁning the viewpoint ontology; Section 2.2
provides method and the list of requirements for the functional behavior and structure
of the Semantic Wiki; Section 2.3 completes with additional requirements stemming
from the analysis of use-cases and existing related technologies, as extracted through the
analysis approach in [26]; ﬁnally, Section 2.4 discusses results.
The following approaches have been used to reach the results:
Section 2.1 has been realized in two steps: ﬁrst, a systematic literature review concerning
view and viewpoint technologies to gather primary papers; then we coded the information
[29] to extract ontology requirements. Here follows the coding approach [29]: search for
deﬁnitions concerning views and viewpoints; use these deﬁnitions as requirements for
views or viewpoints; from each requirement, put in evidence the feature that views and
viewpoints must exhibit to fulﬁll.
Section 2.3 has been realized through coding [29] of semantic wiki success stories [30–
34] extracted directly from the Semantic Wiki interest group at W3C 1. Here follows
the coding approach [29]: in each story, search for features that make successful each
wiki; express each feature in a “may-have” requirement; identify features existing in ALL
“successful” semantic wikis and code these as “must-have” requirements.
Section 2.3 has been realized by analyzing existing use-cases [35]. Additional require-
ments have been extracted through the use of analysis and prototyping method in [26].
1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
6
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2.1 Ontology Requirements
Since the ISO/IEC 42010 standard for architecture description [2] contains commonly
agreed practices for architecture description, we used its deﬁnitions for both “view” and
“viewpoint” in order to initiate our review. Also, from [2] we extracted keywords related
to these and we searched for the combinations:
• “view”:
1. system concern
2. architecture view
3. model kind
4. architecture description
• “viewpoint”:
1. architecture viewpoint
2. system concern
3. architecture model
4. architecture description
We searched for the main keyword by itself and then combined with its relatives, within
research papers discovery engines 2 we were able to produce a number of publications
concerning viewpoints in architecture description. A single inclusion criterion had to
be met: the publication had to concern viewpoints as a primary research topic. The
documents we selected as primary studies are: [1–4, 8, 13, 14, 25, 36–41].
Results of the coding are compacted in tables 2.1 and 2.2: column 1 captures a re-
quirement number, which has been subsequently used as a unique identiﬁer for that
requirement; column 2 identiﬁes the publication from which the requirement was ex-
tracted; column 3 identiﬁes the text of the requirement; column 4 evidences the keyword
that was extracted for that requirement.
keywords from column 4 have been used later in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, as parameters
for the evaluation of the ontology engineering approaches and for the implementation of
the semantic wiki technology respectively.
2ACM Digital Library, DBLP, GOOGLE Scholar, Bibsonomy, IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink
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Table 2.1: Viewpoint Ontology Requirements
Req. N° Pub. Text Extracted
Keyword
V P1 [36] a viewpoint ontology must represent a
viewpoint as a loosely coupled and locally
managed object.
Viewpoint Locality
V P2 [36] a viewpoint ontology must encapsulate at
least one perspective about the system and
domain specified, in a particular
representation notation.
Perspective
V P3 [41] a viewpoint ontology must capture a role
and responsibility within the software
process.
Role
V P4 [41] a viewpoint ontology must include the
problem statement for the viewpoint.
Problem
Statement
V P5 [41] a viewpoint ontology must capture the
exact target point within the software
process for which its viewpoint is useful.
SoftwareProcess
Target
V P6 [36, 41] a viewpoint ontology must provide at least
these three viewpoint elements: domain,
delineating the part of the “world” the
viewpoint is concerned with;
representation style, defining the notation
used by the specification; view
speciﬁcation, expressing the perspective of
interest, represented in the style defined;
Domain,
RepresentationStyle,
ViewSpeciﬁcation
V P7 [36, 41] a viewpoint ontology may also carry a
work plan describing how to build a view,
and a work record providing a history of
the work within the views.
WorkPlan,
WorkRecord
V P8 [38] a viewpoint ontology must provide a
viewpoint configuration. it includes the
relations with other viewpoints. a
viewpoint configuration is a software
engineering method as it splits the
development process into different
viewpoints, each with its own owner.
Conﬁguration
V P9 [41] a viewpoint ontology must provide a
viewpoint configuration owner. the owner
is responsible for developing the
viewpoint. Viewpoint owners are
normally, but not always, human
development participants. A non-human
Viewpoint owner may be some form of
’intelligent’ tool or expert system for
example.
Conﬁguration
Owner
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Table 2.2: Viewpoint Ontology Requirements - Continued
Req. N° Pub. Text Extracted
Keyword
V P10 [37] a viewpoint ontology must allow
viewpoints to interact with a number of
other viewpoints and overlap with a
number of other viewpoints.
Viewpoint
Interaction
V P11 [37] a viewpoint ontology must include
inter-viewpoint rules that describe
relationships between viewpoints.
InterViewpoint
Rules
V P12 [1, 2, 4] a viewpoint ontology must include its
target stakeholders.
Target
Stakeholders
V P13 [3, 8, 25] a viewpoint ontology must include a
software architecture type it is designed to
support.
Architecture
Type
V P14 [1, 2] a viewpoint ontology must include the
concerns it is designed to support.
Concerns
V P15 [36, 40] a viewpoint ontology must include the
conventions it uses to construct, interpret
and analyze its contents.
Viewpoint
Conventions
V P16 [1, 2] a viewpoint ontology may include the
definition of one or more model kinds.
ModelKind
V P17 [36] a viewpoint ontology may carry
assumptions under which the knowledge
and decisions being documented exist.
Viewpoint
Assumptions
V P18 [3] a viewpoint ontology must include sources
and related work from which it was
developed or refined.
Viewpoint
Sources
V P19 [13, 14] a viewpoint ontology may carry a
meta-model specifying its style.
Viewpoint
Metamodel
V P20 [3] a viewpoint ontology must express
preferences on the information being
captured, i.e. the viewpoint may be used
as a specialization of other, more generic,
viewpoints.
Information
Preference
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2.2 Semantic Wiki Requirements
The publications we analyzed are all those present in the semantic wiki interest page on
the W3C home site 3. Two inclusion criteria were used: (a) the publication must reason
on the usage of semantic wikis for software knowledge management; (b) the publication
must present a successful usage of semantic wiki technologies for knowledge management.
Using these guidelines we obtained the following publications: [21, 24, 30–34, 42–44].
Results of the coding are contained in table 2.3. Again, column 1 captures a requirement
number, which has been subsequently used as a unique identiﬁer for that requirement;
column 2 identiﬁes the publication from which the requirement was extracted; column 3
identiﬁes the text of the requirement; column 4 evidences the keyword that was extracted
for that requirement.
keywords from column 4 have been used later in Chapter 3, as parameters for the eval-
uation of the semantic wiki engines.
3http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Tools
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Req. N° Pub. Text Extracted
Keyword
SW1 [34] the wiki must provide a visual
representation of elements.
WYSIWYG editor
SW2 [30, 34] the wiki must provide full-text search. full-text search
SW3 [32] the wiki must provide mechanisms for
on-line, concurrent editing.
change-tracking
SW4 [30] the wiki must be able to support large
client-side data-sets, to cope with
increasing size and shape of records
ACID transactions
SW5 [30] the wiki must provide mechanisms to
comment, annotate and review records.
commenting
SW6 [21] the wiki must enable rating and
estimation of popularity for records.
popularity
SW7 [30] the wiki must enable tracking of editing
footprints, i.e. it must be able to keep
track of what was contributed and by
whom.
change-tracking
SW8 [34] the wiki must provide semantic search,
i.e. it must be able to provide full-text
searches within literal property values.
semantic inference,
embedded query,
query language
SW9 [32] the wiki must provide context sensitive
auto-completion of record searches.
auto-completion
SW10 [34, 43] the wiki must be able to structure the
information in different views as well as
enabling faceted browsing.
diﬀerent views,
faceted browsing
SW11 [42] the wiki must enable navigation, editing
and interoperation of the underlying
ontology.
ontology editor,
ontology browser,
ontology import,
ontology export
SW12 [42, 44] the wiki may enable the use of query
templates in order to allow advanced
information retrieval.
query templates
SW13 [31] the wiki may support the association and
visualization of additional data to records
(e.g. metamodels, reference publications,
graphics etc.).
diﬀerent-views,
interactive
graphical
visualization
SW14 [24] the wiki must support the definition of
cross-reference properties within text.
semantic inference
SW15 [24] the wiki must enable the automated
deployment of links between pages.
context-aware
navigation
SW16 [30, 34] the wiki must enable typing and
annotation of both automatically-defined
and user-defined links.
commenting
SW17 [21] the wiki must support different levels of
user experience.
page-rating
Table 2.3: Semantic Wiki Requirements
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2.3 Requirements from the scenario-driven analysis approach
This Section contains requirements obtained by analyzing semantic wiki use-cases taken
from [35] through the methodology in [26]. The use-cases exist in the form of scenarios
[35]. Each use-case has been compared with the current requirement list to obtain
additional elements. Results are presented in compact form, in table 2.4 the end of this
section: Column 1 on this table, again contains a unique identiﬁer for its requirement;
Column 2 contains the use-case scenario from which the requirement was extracted;
Column 3 contains the text of the requirement while Column 4 contains the keyword
associated with that requirement.
2.3.1 Project Coordination Use-Case
Scenario: “Consider a wiki used for coordinating a particular project team within a com-
pany. Using semantic technologies, relevant parts of the wiki data shall automatically be
gathered by the company’s intranet search engine. In the wiki, project members coordi-
nate their activities, and describe their progress on their deliverables. This data can then
be collected from the wiki and reused in other applications, e.g. to create monthly report
figures, or even up-to-date status reports that are generated on request. As the semantic
wiki reuses the company’s metadata schema for documents and respects the associated
constraints (e.g. no document must have more than one title and topics must stem from
a predefined set of topics), the automatic integration into the corporate information in-
frastructure works smoothly.”
1. the wiki ontology must incorporate schema information and constraints from ex-
ternal ontologies for compatibility and reuse.
2. the wiki must be able to track date and time of edits and audits. each edit must
be associated to the editing member.
3. the wiki must support or be able to integrate search engines in its local operative
environment.
2.3.2 Semantic Wiki Vocabulary Use-Case
Scenario: “assume that an international conference wants to use a wiki for gathering
information around the event. Participants can use the system to exchange information
about accommodation and travel, to coordinate Birds-of-a-feather (BOF) sessions, or to
actively provide links to their presentation material. At the same time, the organizers
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publish official schedules on protected wiki pages. Using a semantic wiki, this data can be
queried and extended in complex ways, e.g. to provide a scheduling system that suggests
sessions and BOF sessions based on a participants interests. Also, if the conference
management system supports some form of RDF export, one can initialize the wiki pages
with basic information about accepted papers and participants. The ESWC2006 4 wiki is
based on such a bootstrapped system.”
4. the wiki must refer to existing ontological vocabularies [45, 46] to form its infor-
mation records.
5. the wiki must provide secured artifacts.
6. the wiki must be able to record ﬁles as well as text records.
2.3.3 Semantic Wiki for Personal Knowledge Management Use-Case
Scenario: “the wiki is operated as a desktop application and cooperative editing is not
required. Semantic technologies simplify data organization and search, and the machine-
processable annotations provide suitable interfaces with other semantic desktop applica-
tions. For instance, the wiki can be used to take notes about persons, and one would
like to combine this information with address book applications. Using vocabulary from
existing ontologies, the wiki becomes compatible with various types of metadata, and thus
its information could be used in RDF based desktop tools.”
7. the wiki may provide on/oﬀ switch for cooperative editing of certain records.
8. the wiki may provide entry points and APIs to interface it with local or remote
applications.
9. the wiki may provide ontology as well as record information export.
4http://www.eswc2006.org/
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Table 2.4: Use-Case Based Requirements
Req. N° Source Text Extracted
Feature
UCR1 Project Co-
ordination
Use-Case
the ontology must incorporate schema
information and constraints from external
ontologies for compatibility and reuse.
Ontology Import,
Ontology Export
UCR2 Project Co-
ordination
Use-Case
the wiki must be able to track date and
time of edits and audits. each edit must
be associated to the editing member.
change-tracking
UCR3 Project Co-
ordination
Use-Case
the wiki must support or be able to
integrate search engines in its local
operative environment.
using query
language, full-text
search
UCR4 Semantic
Wiki
Vocabulary
Use-Case
the ontology must refer to existing
ontological vocabularies [45, 46] to form
its information records.
Ontology Import
UCR5 Semantic
Wiki
Vocabulary
Use-Case
the wiki must provide secured artifacts. -
UCR6 Semantic
Wiki
Vocabulary
Use-Case
the wiki must be able to record files as
well as text records.
-
UCR7 Semantic
Wiki for
Personal
Knowledge
Manage-
ment
Use-Case
the wiki may provide on/off switch for
cooperative editing of certain records.
-
UCR8 Semantic
Wiki for
Personal
Knowledge
Manage-
ment
Use-Case
the wiki may provide entry points and
APIs to interface it with local or remote
applications.
-
UCR9 Semantic
Wiki for
Personal
Knowledge
Manage-
ment
Use-Case
the wiki may provide ontology as well as
record information export.
Ontology Export
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2.4 Discussion of the Results
This Chapter provides two lists of requirements: one for the information that should be
stored in a semantic wiki, and one for the types of usages that such semantic wiki should
support.
We argue that both lists do represent realistic needs from the community, thanks to our
systematic requirements elicitation approach based on a formalized coding methodology.
In addition, all requirements are derived from a systematically obtained set of relevant
publications in the ﬁeld. This ensures relevancy.
In discussing the results we obtained, two main facts must be pointed out: (a) the articles
we analyzed have been selected with a methodical approach; (b) the requirements derive
from the methodical application of coding to our list of papers.
Fact (a) guarantees that the list of publications only contains pertinent and meaningful
elements. Fact (b) guarantees that the requirements themselves are not “dangling”, i.e.
they are directly referenced to an “origin” publication and the trace to this “origin” is
maintained.
The requirements themselves guide the development of the future chapters. More in
particular:
Requirements in tables 2.1 and 2.2 as well the keywords extracted from them, are used in
Chapter 4 as parameters to guide the selection of the ontology engineering methodology.
These requirements are also used in Chapter 5 to develop the viewpoint ontology and
meta-model.
Requirements in table 2.3 as represented by the keywords extracted from them, are used
as parameters in Chapter 3 to guide the selection of a semantic wiki engine.
Requirements in table 2.4 and their keywords, are used as additional parameters in
Chapter 4 to guide the selection of the ontology engineering methodology.
All the requirements were used in Chapter 5 for implementation. Together, all the
requirements captured in tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 provide an answer to question 1,
namely “What are the requirements for our semantic wiki? ”.
Chapter 3
Qualitative Literature Review:
Semantic Web Engineering
Within this chapter we explore Semantic Web Technologies in order to ﬁnd a best-ﬁt
candidate for our needs. We use the requirement keywords from table 2.3 as parameters
to guide the selection.
This chapter is divided into two sections: Section 3.1 provides an overview and analysis
of each of the technologies that are investigated - each technology is described in a brief
summary along with a list of parameters met; Section 3.2 provides the best-ﬁt alternative
we have chosen along with the rationale for the choice, according to parameters. Section
3.1 is realized by analyzing documentation on the semantic wiki technologies present in
the W3C oﬃcial semantic wiki technologies list - as available on June the 16th / 2010 1,
the oﬃcial SemanticWeb interest group for wikis - as available on June the 16th / 2010 2,
as well as a survey speciﬁc to the subject [31]. Each semantic wiki technology is provided
with a list and description of its parameters met and strongpoints. Section 3.2 is realized
by matching each of the alternatives described in section 3.1 with the parameters. The
highest scoring technology is selected as a best-ﬁt technology and a rationale is given.
The rationale is derived by the parameters met which most match our parameters.
1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/ wiki/Tools
2http://semanticweb.org/ wiki/Tools
16
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3.1 Qualitative Literature Review: Semantic Wiki Tech-
nologies
This section describes the technologies we evaluated, each presented with its name and
publication. For each technology we studied the presenting publication and analyzed
tutorials, verifying its compliance with the parameters. The List of parameters met by
each technology is below its description. Namely, the technologies are:
1. IkeWiki - [47]
2. Kaukolu - [48]
3. Makna - [49]
4. OntoWiki - [30]
5. PlatypusWiki - [32]
6. Rhizome - [50]
7. SemanticMediaWiki - [51]
8. SemperWiki - [52]
9. SweetWiki - [53]
3.1.1 IkeWiki: a JAVA based semantic Wiki Engine
This engine is a Java Web application that was originally developed as a tool for creating
ontologies collaboratively and for managing knowledge. To support users in these tasks,
IkeWiki focuses primarily on providing advanced semantic functionalities such as reason-
ing. This diﬀerent focus allows IkeWiki to accept lower scalability and higher hardware
demands than Semantic MediaWiki. IkeWiki supports developers in using as well as
editing OWL ontologies. You can conﬁgure it to use OWL-RDF Schema or OWL DL
(description logics) reasoning. A rule-based inference mechanism is under development.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• inference
• change tracking
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• intelligent auto-completion
• ontology editor
• WYSIWYG editor (What You See Is What You Get)
• context-aware navigation
• ontology browser
3.1.2 Kaukolu: a Knowledge-base addressed Wiki Engine
This research prototype is based on JSP-Wiki, an older, very borderline implementation
of the wiki concept based on the JSP technology. Kaukolu allows annotations with
extended wiki markup as well as form-based annotations that are built dynamically from
underlying ontologies. Annotations can refer to arbitrary parts of a page rather than
just the whole page, and external systems can generate annotations automatically. For
example, experiments are currently under way that use eye-tracking technology and an
eye-tracker based extension to highlight text. One application scenario is the annotation
of existing documents such as juridical texts.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• ontology export
• ontology import
• commenting
• auto completion
3.1.3 Makna: A general Purpose Semantic Wiki Engine
Makna is conceived as a Wiki-based tool for distributed knowledge engineering. It ex-
tends an existing Wiki, JSPWiki, engine with generic, easy-to-use ontology-driven com-
ponents for collaboratively authoring, querying and browsing Semantic Web information.
Ontologies are expected to be imported to the Wiki instance by administrators since the
system does not include any mechanism to develop, handle and modify ontologies. Mak-
naWiki users are able to create semantic content (in form of RDF statements referencing
pre- conﬁgured ontologies) in the classical Wiki manner. They are provided with an
extended Wiki syntax and with assistant tools simplifying the interface to the ontologies
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employed. Further on, users can create, modify and delete RDF statements associated
with Wiki pages.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• inference
• query templates
• ontology export
• ontology import
• ACID Transactions
• auto completion
• context-aware navigation
3.1.4 OntoWiki: a semantic web resource for the presentation of knowl-
edge
OntoWiki is a tool providing support for agile, distributed knowledge engineering sce-
narios. The main goal of the OntoWiki approach is to rapidly simplify the presentation
and acquisition of instance data from and for end users. This system diﬀers from the
others mentioned in that classical textual content is no longer in the foreground. Instead,
OntoWiki oﬀers an easy-to-use interface for collaboratively creating and maintaining on-
tologies. It also supports semantic search and navigation as well as the possibility of
versioning metadata. This technology is one of the most powerful to date, also providing
an active community of utilizers behind it. The OntoWiki prototype facilitates diﬀerent
views on record data. To enable users to edit information presented by the OntoWiki
system as intuitively as possible, the OntoWiki approach supports online editing as well
as view editing.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• inference
• change tracking
• commenting
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• page popularity rating
• page ranking
• auto completion
• ontology editor
• WYSIWYG editor
• context aware navigation
• diﬀerent-views visualization
• faceted browsing
• ontology browsing
3.1.5 PlatypusWiki: the semantic wiki wiki web
Platypus Wiki is a project currently under development and reﬁnement. It is available as
a prototype of a semantic Wiki Wiki Web which uses RDF models and OWL vocabularies
to represent metadata and relations between compliant wiki pages development with it.
Platypus Wiki is implemented in Java+JSP and is available as an open-source package
using Apache Tomcat as the servlet container. Its underlying semantics divide up all
the objects stored in record as concepts, objects or ideas. Each page is grouped under a
Topic banner allowing for immediate multiple viewed browsing.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• inference
• using query language
• page ranking
• context aware navigation
3.1.6 Rhizome: a wiki like content management and delivery system
Rhizome is by declaration of the authors, an experimental, open source content manage-
ment framework that can capture and represent informal, human-authored content in a
semantically rich manner. It is said to bring about in the wiki information storage, the
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new commons of “idea”. This commons wouldn’t comprise just a web of interlinked pages
of content, as is the current World Wide Web, but a web of relationships between the
underlying ideas and distinctions that the content implies: a permanent, universally ac-
cessible interlinking of content, based on imputed semantics such as concepts, deﬁnitions,
or structured argumentation.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• using query language
• ontology export
• change tracking
• commenting
• diﬀerent views visualization
3.1.7 SemanticMediaWiki: powering wikipedia’s wiki with semantic
web
This semantic wiki engine focuses on the Wikipedia-encyclopedia scenario and empha-
sizes on scalability and backward compatibility. It has no predeﬁned schema and no
ontology is required for annotations, so users can add new annotations as needed - simi-
lar to tagging systems. Because eﬃcient and freely available inference systems that scale
up to the size of Wikipedia aren’t foreseeable in the near future, Semantic MediaWiki
doesn’t support inferencing and similar advanced functionalities.
List of parameters met:
• embedded query
• full-text search
• using query language
• ontology export
• ontology import
• change tracking
• ACID Transactions
• context aware navigation
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3.1.8 SemperWiki: a semantic personal wiki
SemperWiki stems from the idea to allow personal data to include semantic aspects
within it. It is mainly intended as a system to handle modify and maintain personal
information. Its main focuses are ease of use and user-friendliness. SemperWiki is not
limited to the annotation of desktop data; it is a general-purpose tool for creating and
using semantically annotated data that addresses a basic prerequisite towards a better
desktop: helping users to add semantic annotations. SemperWiki stores all information
in RDF. The collection of triples that SemperWiki stores form a valid RDF model and
can directly be exchanged with others. For the semantic annotations it uses a very simple
syntax. A statement is written on a line by itself and consists of a predicate followed
by an object. Such a statement is expanded to a triple using the URI of the page as a
subject.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• using query language
• context aware navigation
3.1.9 SweetWiki: Semantic WEb Enabled Technology
This research prototype from Inria Sophia-Antipolis is implemented in Java. Sweet-
Wiki combines social tagging with formal ontologies. Users can easily annotate pages
with arbitrary tags, which they can in turn associate with concepts from the underlying
ontologies. In addition, SweetWiki uses the Corese [54] inference machine, which was
developed for conceptual graphs and oﬀers many reasoning services. This technology is
particularly diﬃcult to use given its formal development logics.
List of parameters met:
• full-text search
• inference
• auto-completion
• ontology editor
• WYSIWYG editor
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• context aware navigation
• faceted browsing
3.2 Qualitative Literature Review: Best-Fit Candidate Se-
lection
In order to choose a best-ﬁt candidate we considered the count of parameters met by each
wiki. Since each parameter is weighted equally, the best-ﬁt is the technology which meets
the most parameters. The rest of this section provides a comparison of the technologies,
before the ﬁnal selection is made.
Contrarily to all of the other technologies analyzed (with the exception of OntoWiki
and SWEETwiki) IkeWiki provides an ontology editor. Similarly to most others, it
allows browsing of the ontology itself. Mechanisms to import or export the ontologies
themselves, are missing. While it shares a lot of similarities with a complete technology
such as OntoWiki, it misses commenting and interoperability facilities.
Kaukolu’s stage of development seems too embryonal for it to be used eﬀectively without
external integration. Contrarily to most of the other wikis, it does not oﬀer any editing or
browsing of ontologies, which means that ontology development takes place somewhere
else and is later imported into it. This shortcoming hinders general usability.
Makna provides ACID transactions contrarily to most of its brothers, with the exception
of SemanticMediaWiki. ACID Transactions guarantee reliability of DB transactions,
which is very valuable on sensible record content. Moreover, contrarily to most others,
Makna provides editable and compilable source code. Code is based on JSPwiki which
enhances potential for further development and interoperability.
OntoWiki is one of a handful that provide page ranking and popularity rating which can
allow reasoning on records’ eﬀective value. Second, OntoWiki provides an ontology editor
in the form of a WYSIWYG editor which allows easy and agile editing of records and on-
tology as well. Last but not least, OntoWiki provides diﬀerent views visualization which
is present only in Rhizome. On the other hand, it misses ACID transactions contrarily
to some technologies we have analyzed such as Makna and SemanticMediaWiki.
What was said for Kaukolu is equally valid for Platypus Wiki. It is still an embryonal
technology although its strongpoints are promising. Unlike all the technologies we have
analyzed to this point, Patypus provides the possibility to query for records with a
complex query language. Diﬀerently from most of the others, it does not provide any
mechanism to handle ontologies whatsoever.
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Authoring
ACID
Transactions
# #  # # #  # #
auto-
completion
    # # # #  
ontology
editor
 # #  # # # #  
WYSIWYG
editor
 # #  # # # #  
Navigation
context-aware
navigation
 #    #    
diﬀerent
views
# # #  #  # # #
faceted
browsing
# # #  # # # #  
interactive
graph
visualization
# # # # # # # # #
ontology
browser
 # #  # # # # #
Retrieval
embedded
query
# # # # # #  # #
full-text
search
         
semantic
inference
 #    # # #  
query
templates
# #  # # # # # #
using query
language
# # # #     #
Reuse
Ontology
import
#   # #   # #
Ontology
export
#   # # #  # #
Social Col-
laboration
change-
tracking
 # #  #   # #
commenting #  #  #  # # #
popularity # # #  # # # # #
page-rating # # #   # # # #
Parameters
Met
8 5 8 13 5 6 8 3 7
Table 3.1: Overview and Comparison of parameters met for the Wiki Engines.
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Rhizome shows a number of valuable points such as using a query language to access
stored records as well as providing change tracking facilities. These two feats are com-
bined with the possibility to visualize both queries and simple records in diﬀerent views.
SemanticMediaWiki is the father to OntoWiki. Its core technology was used by the On-
toWiki engineers as a starting point to design OntoWiki itself. Therefore, both OntoWiki
and SemanticMediaWiki share parameters as ontology handling, embedded queries, Con-
text aware navigation and track of changes on records as well as identiﬁcation of changes.
On the other hand, a proper ontology editor is missing in SemanticMediaWiki.
SemperWiki with its simplistic view of semantic wikis deprives itself of a number of
parameters met such as ACID transactions or ontology handling. User friendliness is
therefore bought at the expense of usability. It is nowhere near the support we need.
SweetWiki is the only technology which provides advanced and formal ontology editing.
It ﬁgures as an essential tool to develop formal knowledge management wikis. It allows
agile and formal ontology editing, but provides little support and low user friendliness.
It can be seen as the exact opposite extreme to SemperWiki. Both technologies are
therefore unfeasible as supporting technologies.
Table 3.1 summarizes the investigation results. By comparing the technologies at hand
and looking for the one which maximized the parameters met we chose as best-ﬁt candi-
date OntoWiki. This technology maximizes the matches in table 3.1 - this technology is
selected as our source platform. Going back to our research questions, the investigation
and literature review into Semantic Wikis and the selection of a best-ﬁt with its rationale
answer question 3, namely “What semantic wiki technologies can support us? ”.
Chapter 4
Qualitative Literature Review:
Ontology Engineering
This chapter is divided into three sections: Section 4.1 provides the parameters used for
the evaluation; Section 4.2 explains the ontological engineering technologies we consid-
ered and their evaluation; Section 4.3 explains the best-ﬁt candidate and the rationale
for the choice.
Section 4.1 is realized by scanning all the requirements concerning the expected func-
tional characteristics of our ontology, more speciﬁcally the requirements regarding the
viewpoint ontology. From these requirements a list of desirable ontology engineering
features is extracted. These are subsequently matched against the candidates identiﬁed
in section 4.2. Section 4.2 is realized by gathering all ontology engineering technologies
present in the oﬃcial Semantic Web ontology engineering page 1. To these are added
all technologies resulting from an on-line search on the topic of “ontology engineering for
semantic web”. Each technology is ﬁrst analyzed brieﬂy; then, a comparison is made with
other candidates; ﬁnally, a list of features is provided. In section 4.3 the list of features
is matched against the parameters from section 4.1. Section 4.3 is realized by checking
each candidate from section 4.2 through the parameters identiﬁed in section 4.1. The
highest matching technology is selected as best candidate. The rationale further explains
the choice by analyzing the parameter-matching features in the selected technology.
1http://semanticweb.org/wiki/ Ontology_Engineering
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4.1 Qualitative Literature Review: Ontology Engineering -
Parameters
This section introduces the list of parameters that the ontology engineering must meet
according to requirements. The parameters are extracted either from the requirements
in brackets or from previous reported experience [55]. Note that the requirements in
brackets are represented through their requirements number, as assigned in tables 2.1
and 2.2.
1. ontology faceted editing and viewing (Requirements V P6 and V P7).
2. ontology commenting (Requirement V P7).
3. ontology edit tracking (Requirement V P6).
4. ontology auto-documenting (Requirements V P4, V P5 and V P6).
5. ontology modeling (Requirements V P16).
6. ontology cross-platform compatibility [55].
7. WYSIWYG ontology editor [55].
4.2 Qualitative Literature Review: Ontology Engineering -
Candidates
This section describes the technology under evaluation. The candidates were extracted
from the oﬃcial Semantic Web ontology engineering page and integrated by results from
an on-line search on the topic of “ontology engineering for semantic web”. The list of
technologies presents the name of the technology and the main paper exposing it. Note
that for those technologies that do not provide an editor, the OntoWiki editor can be
used.
1. DILIGENT [56]
2. OTK methodology [57]
3. METHONTOLOGY [58]
4. Ontology Development 101 [59]
5. Uschold / King [60]
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6. HCOME [61]
7. DOGMA [42]
8. UPON [62]
9. DKAP IDEF5 [63]
10. CO4 [64]
11. BioInformaticSemantics [65]
Note that from all these results, the technologies deemed irrelevant to our domain because
of their diﬀerent target domain (BioInformaticSemantics [65], CO4 [64] and Uschold /
King [60]) are only investigated to verify their eﬀective domain incompatibility: BioIn-
formaticSemantics was disqualiﬁed since its main domain is that of Bioinformatics; CO4
was disqualiﬁed since its domain is that networked repositories of knowledge; Uschold /
King was disqualiﬁed since its domain is that of Enterprise Engineering. The rest of the
chapter investigates the remaining candidates.
4.2.1 DILIGENT
DILIGENT is a joint eﬀort from the university of Lisbona and the university of Karlsruhe.
The DILIGENT methodology, is by declaration of the authors, “ [...] intended to support
domain experts in a truly distributed setting to engineer and evolve ontologies with the
help of a ﬁne- grained methodological approach based on Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) [66]”. It is intended to propose a model for knowledge engineering which is agile,
distributed and continuously evolving. The DILIGENT process starts by building a
draft ontology by the hands of domain experts. An adaptation step successfully tailors
the draft to the scenario at hand and then an analysis of the gaps this tailoring has
with the actual problem (from the ontology user’s perspective). Last two steps envision
continuous evolution and local rework of the ontology itself by means of team meetings.
Within DILIGENT, the Rhetorical Structure Theory is used as the theoretical basis for
the initial construction step and the later reworking steps. DILIGENT does not provide
its own editing environment.
List of features:
• ontology commenting, since the methodology envisions collaborative development.
• ontology edit-tracking, since the methodology is based on continuous revision of
local ontology updates.
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• ontology modeling , since the methodology envisions RST as the theoretical un-
derpinning of its structure.
4.2.2 OTK methodology
OTK (On-To-Knowledge) methodology is a joint eﬀort of a number of Universities (Vrije
University - Amsterdam, University of Karlsruhe) and a number of industrial parties
(Swiss Life - Switzerland, CognIT, etc.). OTK was designed as an eﬀort to support
all knowledge handling tasks possible, from extraction to search to maintenance. OTK
presents as a strong project with valuable veriﬁcations and validations. IT provides a
visual tool to develop and analyze ontologies and also provides a thorough documentation
of its structure and main applications.
List of features:
• ontology commenting, through the built-in tool suite
• ontology edit-tracking, through the built-in tool suite
• ontology auto-commenting, through the automatic inference capabilities of its tools
• ontology modeling, given its UML-like superstructure
• WYSIWYG editor, given the presence of an extensive tool suite
4.2.3 METHONTOLOGY
METHONTOLOGY is the fruit of the Artiﬁcial Intelligence innovation group within the
University of Madrid. METHONTOLOGY is based on the paradigm of prototyping.
The base idea is that of developing an initial ontology draft (prototype) and evolving
this prototype. The prototype itself is built through knowledge harvesting from the do-
main, and conceptualization of “important” concepts. The selection of the “importance”
criteria is also aided by the methodology. Implementation of the ontology thus designed,
comes through the use of previously existing formal languages such as CLASSIC, BACK,
OntoLingua or Prolog. It should be noted that the speciﬁcation and design processes
are very well structured. Once again, a properly designed tool-support is missing.
List of features:
• ontology modeling, through the use of dedicated diagrams for knowledge represen-
tation
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• ontology commenting, since the methodology envisions the evaluation through
proper documentation and commenting of all the prototypes developed and the
steps of reﬁnement undertaken
4.2.4 Ontology Development 101
101 is a methodology to build ontologies incrementally and from a very low level of
understanding of ontologies themselves on the modeler side. 101 is an eﬀort from the
University of Stanford. Once again this technology does not oﬀer an editor on its own but
rather uses ProtegŔ-2000. The methodology is based on a series of steps: the outcome
of each is a diagram and a set of documents describing the step, the procedure taken the
decisions made and so on. Indeed 101 is a valuable methodology to approach the task of
ontology engineering as a ﬁrst time ontologist.
List of Features:
• ontology modeling, through guided usage of external tools
• ontology commenting, through guided documentation and collaborative develop-
ment
4.2.5 HCOME
This eﬀort is the fruit of the Artiﬁcial Intelligence group at the University of the Aegean
- Greece. Essentially the approach rotates around a human-centered approach to the en-
gineering of ontologies and knowledge maintaining mechanisms. A strong accentuation
is posed in the active developer and user of the ontological technology and ontologies
themselves are developed, supported and maintained according to the knowledge of such
actors’ abilities. The adaptability of the ontology itself rotates around the “knowing”
process of the workers themselves. Personal conceptualization is not abhorred in the ap-
proach, rather, it is taken into full account. Human Centered Computing is the guiding
paradigm underneath the technology. HCOME essentially envisions personal conceptu-
alization followed by group agreement and evaluation as the key steps to any serious
ontology engineering attempt. The HCONE tool is designed as a prototype to manage
and support the HCOME process.
List of features:
• ontology commenting, since its process envisions sharing of conceptualizations -
with opinions and properties to be speciﬁed on the conceptualizations themselves
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• ontology edit-tracking, since the process envisions the sharing and evaluation of
diﬀerent versions of the conceptualizations ﬁrst and the ontologies later.
• WYSIWYG editor, given the presence of a tool-suite prototype.
• ontology modeling, given the HCONE tool’s tree representation for ontologies.
4.2.6 DOGMA
This technology was designed at the Brussels Vrije University - STARLabs. The method-
ology is speciﬁcally designed for the engineering of formal ontologies targeted at han-
dling persistence data layers (knowledge entities). Several key issues, such as knowledge
reusability and shareability are addressed within the technology. The DOGMA approach
divides up an ontology development into two main phases: (a) the development of the
ontology base, a set of context-speciﬁc binary fact types which called “lexons” and (b)
instances of their explicit ontological commitments, i.e. the concepts these want to rep-
resent. The methodology is well-proven and remarkably formal sharp in deﬁnition. The
approach provides the DOGMAModeler that supports the whole development process.
List of features:
• WYSIWYG editor, given the presence of its own tool-suite.
• ontology modeling, given the presence of the DOGMAModeler.
• ontology edit-tracking, since the DOGMAModeler is set atop the DOGMA Server
infrastructure which stores and serves up the ontology being developed.
• ontology commenting, since the commit system is comment-able.
• ontology auto-documenting, since the technology implementing DOGMA is JAVA
driven and hence, auto-documenting is available.
4.2.7 UPON
UPON is an interesting attempt based on the idea of building ontologies with the Uniﬁed
Development Process. Modeling comes via the UML technology. UPON is use-case
driven, iterative and incremental in process structure. UPON is use-case driven in that
it aims at producing an ontology with the purpose of serving its users, both humans
and automated systems. The nature of the process is iterative because each activity is
repeated possibly concentrating on diﬀerent parts of the ontology being developed, but
also incremental, since at each cycle the ontology is further detailed and extended. During
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each iteration, ﬁve workﬂows take place: requirements, analysis, design, implementation
and test. The approach is very interesting and powerful in nature but it cannot express
its full potential given its loose tool support.
List of features:
• ontology modeling, via UML.
• ontology commenting, thanks to the intrinsic mechanisms of UML and its numerous
tool suites.
4.2.8 DKAP IDEF5
This research develops a methodology called Domain Knowledge Acquisition Process
(DKAP) for creating an ontology of product and process design using IDEF5 2 and
generates a consistency matrix for checking the accuracy of captured information. DKAP
rotates around the concept that harvesting knowledge information is as much important
a step as representing it. The harvesting, organization and recollection of information
is as much important as the use of the information itself. Unfortunately again, the
methodology does not provide a proper tool support.
List of features:
• ontology commenting, since the document templates provided envision strong com-
menting
4.3 Qualitative Literature Review: Ontology Engineering -
Best Fit
To choose a best-ﬁt candidate we counted the parameters met from (section 4.1). The
rest of this section provides a comparison of the technologies, a visualization of the results
in compact form (cfr. table 4.1) and the decision made for the best-ﬁt candidate.
DILIGENT, unlike most of the other approaches investigated, uses formal technologies
to draw conceptualizations and hence to draft an initial ontology. Moreover, unlike most
of the other formal approaches, DILIGENT maintains agile. Its incremental approach is
only comparable to 101. Unfortunately, like most of the other technologies investigated
it lacks proper tool support, hence making it diﬃcult to harness its full potential.
2http://www.idef.com/IDEF5.htm
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DILIGENT OTK METHONTO-
LOGY
101 HCOME DOGMA UPON DKAP
Faceted
editing and
viewing
# # # # # # # #
commenting         
edit-tracking   # #   # #
auto-
documenting
#  # # #  # #
modeling        #
cross-
platform
# # # # # # # #
WYSIWYG
editor
#  # #   # #
TOTAL 3 5 2 2 4 5 2 1
Table 4.1: Ontology Engineering Methodologies - Overview
The main strength of the OTK approach is its origin and background in industrial
settings. This makes it almost uniquely valid in any ontology engineering attempt.
Indeed it also provides a valid tool support alike only a few of the other technologies (e.g.
HCOME or DOGMA). OTK is also uniquely provided with an extensive documentation,
while most of the others provide little actual detail and success stories of the technologies
they describe. OTK is indeed a very good candidate for adoption.
METHONTOLOGY is a valuable eﬀort confronted with its kin since it provides proto-
typing. This methodology is able to rapidly provide a draft of a working ontology and
is actually able to deliver a semi-formal model of it. Again, like DILIGENT, it does not
provide a proper tool and therefore is not fully exploitable.
101 is another incremental approach to ontology engineering like OTK. Unlike OTK ,
101 does not oﬀer a proper tool to support it. On the other hand, 101 is perhaps the
most eﬀective approach to be adopted by the beginning ontologist, since its approach is
easily comprehendible and very well documented.
HCOME is a peculiar approach, diﬀerent from all that was investigated to this point,
since it poses much more stress on the human factor involved in ontology engineering.
The Human Factor, as it is called within the technology is taken into account while
developing the ontology and while using it and supporting it. No other technology
encountered poses this stress on the Human Factor. HCOME also provides a valuable
tool and therefore it is indeed a valuable candidate for selection. It would seem however
that, since our environment uses ontologies as an underlying mechanism rather than
an eﬀective description technology, the human factor assumes in our case a secondary
importance.
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DOGMA is perhaps the most ﬁt technology for our case since, unlike most of its brothers,
it oﬀers mechanisms to tackle serious problems such as reusability and cross-platform
compatibility. DOGMA also oﬀers a proper tool to support its peculiarly structured
process. One more reason for DOGMA to be actually adopted is that it speciﬁcally
targets, persistence layers of data. DOGMA should be carefully considered for these
peculiarities.
UPON seemed the newest approach investigated, given its support to RUP and UML.
So new, unfortunately, that it lacks proper tool support. While most of its kin provide
some loose speciﬁcation of tool support or some reference, UPON unfortunately does
not. Therefore it should be discarded.
DKAP is an attempt at specifying a formal and universal ontology engineering method.
DKAP provides formal proofs and formal mechanisms to verify the ontologies being
developed. DKAP however, does not oﬀer tool support.
Table 4.1 presents our analysis results in compact form. As it can be seen from the table,
OTK and DOGMA both seem equally ﬁt to develop our ontology. We opted for DOGMA
given its possibility to model and store the ontology into a DB which can be used by
the semantic wiki engine itself. Going back to our original research questions, the choice
of DOGMA with its rationale answers question 4, namely “what ontology engineering
methods can support us? ”.
Chapter 5
Solution Design: Semantic Wiki for
Architecture Viewpoints - VPWiki
This chapter is divided into two sections: Section 5.1 presents a prototype of the View-
point Semantic Wiki (VPWiki); Section 5.2 provides models and implementation of the
VPWiki prototype deﬁned in 5.1.
Section 5.1 is realized by fulﬁlling the requirements from Tables 2.1 and 2.2 as well as 2.3
and 2.4 with an ontology and architecture prototypes respectively. Section 5.2 is realized
by implementing the architecture prototype from Section 5.1 as well as implementing the
ontology deﬁned in Section 5.1 with DOGMAmodeler and importing it within VPWiki.
5.1 VPWiki Prototype
The requirements we have gathered concern both the semantic wiki and its underlying
ontology: from requirements in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, a vocabulary and meta-model must
be produced.
Moreover, from requirements in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 an architecture prototype for the
semantic wiki can be drawn.
The meta-model for the ontology is captured in ﬁgure 5.5 while the architectural pro-
totype for the semantic wiki is captured in ﬁgure 5.1. Finally, the vocabulary for our
ontology is found on table 5.1.
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5.1.1 VPWiki Architecture Prototype
The prototype architecture is depicted in ﬁgure 5.1.
The elements in ﬁgure 5.1 represent the server-side semantic wiki architecture. Its com-
ponents are explained as follows:
• Visualizer : The visualizer component implements the visualization requirements of
our wiki. It implements the simple or semantic full-text search and the querying of
the DB by means of advanced features such as query templates. In this component
resides the handler for commenting and advanced annotations of records and pages.
The visualizer component uses the editor component to enable users to add, remove
or edit a record directly from the browser. This component is be instantiated by the
main controller component “ServingManager” and it uses it to store and retrieve
data.
• Editor : The editor component provides all the logic that enables editing of records
and creation of new ones. Editing of the ontology is also activated within this
component. The facilities to rate and rank pages is resident here. This component
is instantiated by the main controller component “ServingManager” and it uses it
to store and retrieve data.
• ServingManager : The serving manager component acts as the controller element
in the architecture. Its subcomponents: (i) animate the ontology; (ii) store and
retrieve data interacting with the storage component; (iii) and act as a search
engine within the Storage component. The “ServingManager” component is invoked
as a main web server entity.
• Storage: The storage component handles persistence of data. Transactions are
redundant, safe and secure. Failsafe mechanisms are also envisioned.
In addition to these, two general constraints are applied: (i) the wiki must allow diﬀerent
views to be visualized in faceted browsing (this constraint is applied to the Visualizer
component); (ii) the viewer must be able to provide visualization of additional data
saved along with records (i.e. models and meta-models, links, publications, documents
etc.).
The general pattern of the architecture follows the MVC structure. Essentially, it is a
thin client - thick server web architecture. Both the ontology and the architecture are
reworked and retouched along the rest of this work.
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Figure 5.1: VPWiki: a High Level Architecture.
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Viewpoint ArchitectureView Architecture Stakeholder
ViewpointLocality RepresentationStyle System-of-interest SystemConcern
Stakeholder ArchitectureModel ArchitectureDescription System-of-interest
SystemConcern ArchitectureViewpoint ArchitectureDescription
ModelKind SystemConcern ArchitectureViewpoint
ArchitectureView
ViewpointSource
Domain
ArchitectureDescription
Conﬁguration
RepresentationStyle
ViewpointRole
Table 5.1: Semantic Viewpoint Wiki: Ontology Vocabulary
5.1.2 VPWiki Ontology Prototype
The ontology prototype is made up of two parts: the viewpoint ontology vocabulary
contains the lemmas (i.e. concepts) present within the viewpoint ontology; the viewpoint
ontology meta-model puts in evidence the relations between every lemma and the others.
To construct a minimal yet complete vocabulary, we took as lemmas all the concepts
deﬁned in the ISO / IEC 42010 standard for architecture description [2], since it is by
deﬁnition a minimal set of elements and massively viewpoint-oriented at the same time.
Then we added to these elements, all non-overlapping (i.e. with diﬀerent meaning)
keywords from requirement tables 2.1 and 2.2. This process is summarized in Figure 5.2.
The viewpoint ontology vocabulary resulting from this process is shown on table 5.1.
Figure 5.2: Viewpoint Ontology Vocabulary Generation.
To construct the meta-model we followed an approach similar to the construction of the
ontology vocabulary. We took the core model from the ISO / IEC 42010 Standard [2]
(which is infact a meta-model) and augmented it with all keywords from the requirements.
If a keyword was dangling (i.e. if the requirement text showed no relation with any of
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the others or any element of the ISO / IEC 42010 core model) it was dropped and the
rationale for this, captured. This process is summarized in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Viewpoint Ontology Meta-model Construction.
The core component model from ISO / IEC 42010 [2], our starting point, is shown in
Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: The ISO / IEC Core Model.
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we augmented this model with all requirements keywords on tables 2.1 and 2.2. In order
to keep the ontology meta-model both general and minimal, hence following the same
philosophy of the ISO / IEC 42010 standard [2], we dropped all the keywords which
specialized other keywords. Now follows the full list of keywords, in bold the ones used
to decorate the core model in Figure 5.4, in italic the dropped ones:
• ViewpointLocality: this is a property of viewpoints and is to be added as a
property within the viewpoint entity. This keyword is therefore not dropped.
• ViewpointPerspective: this keyword is a meta-class to be added. It represents
a set of description rules which can be applied to viewpoints, when these are de-
scribing a particular domain or system of interest. According to text, perspective
is related to domain and representation style.
• ViewpointRole: this keyword is a meta-class to be added. It represents the role
a viewpoint is designed to accomplish in a viewpoint conﬁguration. According to
text, the viewpoint role is related to viewpoint.
• ProblemStatement : this keyword is dropped since its meaning overlaps with system-
of-interest from ISO / IEC 42010.
• SoftwareProcessTarget : this keyword is dropped since its a specialization of View-
pointRole.
• Domain: this keyword is a meta-class to be added. It represents the domain
towards which the viewpoint is directed. According to text, this meta-class is
related to viewpoint.
• RepresentationStyle: this is a meta-class to be added. It represents the style
with which the views for a viewpoint should be described. According to text, the
RepresentationStyle is related to both view and viewpoint.
• ViewSpecification: this keyword is dropped since its meaning overlaps with that of
RepresentationStyle.
• WorkPlan: this keyword is dropped since it’s a specialization of the Representa-
tionStyle keyword.
• WorkRecord : this keyword is dropped since it’s a specialization of the Representa-
tionStyle keyword.
• Configuration: this is a meta-class to be added. It represents a set of view-
points collaborating together to explain a number of concerns within the system.
According to text, this meta-class is related to Viewpoint and Concern.
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• ConfigurationOwner: this is a property of Conﬁguration and must be added
within the meta-model accordingly. This keyword is not dropped.
• ViewpointInteraction: this keyword is dropped since it’s a specialization of the
Conﬁguration keyword.
• InterViewpointRule: these rules are the constituting element of the Conﬁguration
meta-class. They are there therefore a specialization of the Conﬁguration meta-
class itself. This keyword is therefore dropped.
• TargetStakeholder: this keyword is added as a relation within the ISO / IEC
42010 core model. It is not dropped as it represents the stakeholder(s) to which
the viewpoint is targeted.
• ArchitectureType: this keyword is dropped since its meaning overlaps with that of
the meta-class Architecture.
• Concern: this keyword is dropped since its meaning overlaps with that of the
meta-class SystemConcern.
• ViewpointConventions : this keyword is dropped as it specializes the meta-class
RepresentationStyle.
• ModelKind : this keyword is dropped since it is already present in the core model
from [2].
• ViewpointAssumptions : this keyword is dropped since it specializes the Domain
meta-class.
• ViewpointSource(s): this is a property of viewpoints. This keyword must be
added as such in the meta-model.
• ViewpointMetamodel : this keyword is dropped since it specializes the Representa-
tionStyle meta-class.
• InformationPreference: this keyword is dropped since it specializes the meta-class
RepresentationStyle.
By adding the selected keywords and properties from the above list we obtained our ﬁnal
meta-model, presented in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 provides a tracing of the requirements
on the meta-model. More speciﬁcally, the ﬁgure shows what requirement was used to
introduce elements on the meta-model: with reference to tables 2.1 and 2.2, each re-
quirement is identiﬁed with its ID in the form: V Px, where “x” is the number of the
requirement in the respective tables.
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It should be noted that reproducing the relations from the requirements’ text onto the
meta-model is an exercise of interpretation, since the relations themselves are not formal-
ized in any way but loosely speciﬁed and therefore arguable. But given the formal process
with which these relations were obtained, we argue that these are expressing valuable
and meaningful additions to the ISO / IEC 42010 standard within the scope of this thesis.
Figure 5.5: The ISO / IEC Core Model augmented with our own additions (in red
and yellow).
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Figure 5.6: The ISO / IEC Core Model with augmentations and requirement tracing
(in blue).
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5.2 VPWiki Implementation
This section contains the reﬁnement of the prototype architecture and the actual imple-
mentation of the viewpoint ontology in ORM through DOGMAmodeler. A high level
architecture following the MVC pattern is shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: VPWiki: High Level Architecture - MVC Pattern.
The view in Figure 5.7 summarizes the prototype architecture at a higher abstraction
level and provides evidence of its implementation pattern.
5.2.1 VPWiki Implementation: from Architecture to Classes
Figure 5.8 provides a class diagram from the components in the previous section. The
component “Editor” is realized in all the green classes. The component “Visualizer”
is realized in all the yellow classes. The “ServingManager” component and the persis-
tence layer are realized partially through the yellow classes (viewing and controlling)
and through external utilities (the underlying DB, the DBMS and the SPARQL query
engine).
• OntoWiki::Bootstrap::Interface - This interface is used to connect to the Wiki from
the external environment using the Client Server paradigm.
• OntoWiki::ApplicationController ::Class - The application controller is implemented
within the OntoWiki system in PHP5. It uses XAMPP to handle the persistence
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Figure 5.8: VPWiki: Class Diagram.
layer and is fully integrated with an HTML and RDF editor to enable editing and
deployment of both records and the ontology. It is also the component charged
with instantiating the querying component of the technology.
• OntoWiki::ModelController ::Class - This class is implemented within the OntoWiki
system in PHP5. It is used to check all the data recorded within the system either
against the deployed consistency constraints or the Wiki Ontology.
• OntoWiki::QueryEngine::Extern::Class - This class invokes the query engine SPARQL
present within OntoWiki. It is capable of running semantics queries as well as reg-
ular ones.
• OntoWiki::ZendEditor ::Class - This editor is an instantiation of the ZEND PHP5
suite. It allows conﬁguration and editing of the OntoWiki system itself.
• OntoWiki::RDFauthor ::Class - This class is responsible for editing and redeploying
the underlying ontology.
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• OntoWiki::MiniParser ::Class - This class re-interprets the OntoWiki system and
its ontology to ensure its correct behavior. It is also invoked by the RDF author
after each ontology modiﬁcation.
• OntoWiki::HttpEditor ::Class - This class allows editing of the public HTTP prop-
erties of the OntoWiki system.
• OntoWiki::UserDetail ::Class - This class is used to deﬁne and handle user details.
It is lined with the persistence layer in order to store every inserted detail and allow
for further reﬁnement.
• OntoWiki::ErrorHandle::Class - This class is invoked to oﬀer error handling to
every portion of the system. It uses external deﬁnitions and extensible mechanisms
to reﬁne both the errors and the handlers to be used within the system.
• OntoWiki::Utils ::Extern::Class - This class is used by the error handler to extend
the system with further deﬁnitions of error types, handlers as well as plug-ins.
• OntoWiki::InvokeExceptions_OR_Handlers ::AssociationClass - This association
class dynamically deﬁnes the association between the Handler and the external
utilities every time a request is submitted.
All the components and classes in the architecture are already present and implemented
within the OntoWiki system. All that is needed is to modify, re-conﬁgure and re-deploy
OntoWiki, essentially transforming it in VPWiki.
The View and Controller classes need sensible modiﬁcation since they are needed to
support Viewpoints. Here follows a list of the modiﬁcations to be applied:
• Model Components:
1. The model side is tailored so as to enforce all the constraints present in the
ontology while inhibiting the possibility of inserting content other than archi-
tecture view and viewpoint speciﬁc material. This is achieved by invoking a
consistency check every time some content is inserted in the system.
2. The model side is integrated with mechanisms that handle compatibility with
legacy formats.
3. the model side is locked with the viewpoint ontology so that only view and
viewpoint related materials are maintained.
• View Components:
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1. The visualization components are tailored so that only a logged-in viewer can
modify or insert content. This is because VPWiki needs to keep track of
insertions and modiﬁcations of records.
2. The visualization components also inhibit the exploration of the records and
restricts it to logged-in users.
• Controller Components:
1. The controller element is tailored so that it periodically explores the web
looking for valuable additions. It points these additions out in the homepage
of the admin as a modiﬁcation item tagged with “upgrade”.
2. The controller element notiﬁes the users if new content is added.
5.2.2 Ontology Implementation
This section describes the implementation in Ontolanguage ORM 1, of the Ontology
previously described in section 5.1.
The formalization of the Viewpoint Ontology takes place within the DOGMAmodeller
technology and following the DOGMA ontological enrichment approach introduced and
chosen in chapter 4.
More information of DOGMAmodeller and how it upholds the DOGMA ontology devel-
opment guidelines, can be found at http://www.jarrar.info/Dogmamodeler/.
The process of developing and enriching our Ontology is articulated in three phases:
1. Design the Ontology Base within DOGMAmodeller : DOGMAmodeller is a model-
driven tool, designing the ontology within it implies reproducing the meta-model.
2. Adapt the ORM format to RDF, to import within OntoWiki : DOGMAmodeller is
provided with an import / export plug-in in diﬀerent formats, exporting a design
in RDF is indeed possible.
3. Import it within OntoWiki to build VPWiki: OntoWiki is provided with an import
/ export plug-in which can process RDF ﬁles, after appropriate conﬁguration.
1http:// www.orm.net/
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis presented the design and implementation of a software architecture descrip-
tion viewpoint semantic wiki. Since this technology required two elements to come
together, namely a semantic wiki engine and a meaningful ontology, the design started
by eliciting requirements from literature for both semantic wikis and ontologies.
These requirements have subsequently been used to evaluate both semantic wiki engines
and ontology engineering practices, in order to select a best-ﬁt from both worlds. Imple-
mentation consisted in tailoring the chosen semantic wiki engine as well as developing
the ontology through the selected engineering practice, respectively.
We argue that together, these two elements provide a semantic wiki to tackle the problem
stated in section 1.2: VPWiki.
Future work on this technology focuses on integrating a number of improvements:
(i) The technology itself should be validated by skilled domain experts. Such a validation
process can make sure that the technology itself is eﬀectively meaningful. Gathering
feedback is also important to improve the functional characteristics of the technology
itself. A black-box evaluation of the technology by a focus group is a valuable way to
carry out such an attempt.
(ii) The technology should be provided with mechanisms that allow easy extension and
integration with third party technologies. This can be achieved either by developing ad-
hoc APIs which can be used by third party developers to access VPWiki or by opening the
default OntoWiki extension points. This second alternative will imply a more accurate
security mechanism to be on place, since OntoWiki’s default extension mechanisms do
not regulate access and modiﬁcation policies.
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(iii) The technology should be provided with an ad-hoc crawling technology which pe-
riodically advises if new content is available. It would be useful if such a technology
could selectively crawl within speciﬁc sites (e.g. ISO / IEC’s Home Site, IEEExplore,
Bibsonomy etc.) looking for advancements in viewpoints’ technologies, deﬁnitions or
success-stories.
(iv) The technology might also be provided with a mechanism allowing oﬀ-line integration
with ADL tool-suites so as to allow recognition of viewpoints within an existing design.
This mechanism can be realized with model-matching technologies [67] as well as model-
to-model transformation technologies. This second technology can be used to re-design
an existing model in accordance to a given view while generating a diﬀerence model
between the origin model and the newly designed one 1.
1http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/amw/usecases/diff/
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